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Pangs!  Robert Herbert McClean



The facilitator is high on life. I- is not real. This is the closest thing I’d to sex-
year after sexy year. A phoney moralist took photos of girls gone wild for kink-
without asking permission. I sing complimentary lo-fi arias- I tinkle our Supertone piano- 
as if I is abandoned on an autobahn. Travelling say 200 K per hour obfuscates this status
quo. If you travel- I found myself travelling- where and when there is always tea in the pot.
Pause for clichéd flies enchanting a stunt corpse. I’m unwilling to concede- for now.
When you laugh at my computer software manual- I touch myself like no goon recorded.
Method based on hunch. The weight of your world already haunches your affable/laughable
shoulders. I polemically challenge sexism at a urinal with a boob tubed gent pissing.
Yoked it to chunder. Status- I gripe and bemoan which with the fond gripe I know the one
with the two roads. Unashamedly cool he deftly removes his digit from my sphincter.
666 it reads scrawled in blood- bolstering the annex of the poem to the poet.
Go and study it where everything is- in the wild play of god- and not on my laptop.

1.1



1.3

You- my dear- I’ve been. And then she sighed and said no- let’s get up- and why is?
Imagine your father figure before heaven’s gate- his body’s last expulsion. Disaffected &…
My economic dinge is spectral. Penny guff split pavement chunks. She fox-trotted
her figurative frame forwards. Your moronic contempt for the “Yeooohhh!” crew
has been bureaucratically noted. Entrance like for a bomb shelter or bi-plane hangar.
Deafeningly loud, skeleton reaper shook bones in synch. Encounter 500 kilos exploding
from a lorry load of haystacks. Either my leg or foot or these brakes aren’t working preferably.
I’ll conflate disguised as a domestic bather behind chub lock- the classic noise of a river
where we stood- as if only survivors. By God and friend by foe or fellow man? Find out who.
What. What goes. In the whir of the chugging motor. Thought of the fire between your legs
raises suspicions. Links I like- I post on Facebook about David Graeber. I asked her to explain
if she could- plainly, to barter balances of flowering vapours.

Nothing I seem. She came out tetchy in a towel. You’ll never learn to speak with a brogue-
that Poplar whispers from the bog bank. Eat that therapeutic cheese burger- ready to take
on this world with ideas/words. In bed I composed I supposed for/from- a magnanimous
skit in the metropolis. Straw strewn all over our shared carriageway of combusted corpses.
A lush drag queen playful with a shy stag- perpetually sneezes his dysmorphic body weight.
He clambered into an uprightish stance- tittering of open waters deep and with a well
proportioned yes. For this orange summer seemed unusual to linger. Rapture is long late
my cowardly darling- so… The black puppy has so much empathy- it finds my once peachy
girlfriend is said to be an It Girl to two pished mini-skirted boob tubed yahoos. Me tattooing
you on my arm- eating out my spazzy cousin twice removed. This was fleeting and I was not
becoming- but already assuaged by ghostly truth always here in the apparency of space
in a continuous monotonous dirge- I don’t want to watch iPlayer/Netflix or LOVEFiLM.
All roads lead out. All roads lead home- e.g. We’re transcribing an irrefutable language.
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This important poet to be & I- bathed once a week at a hippy chick’s flat in Le Marais.
I’m the birthplace of every surrender. The tribe’s sacred cow. An epic haiku scribbled
to drown dead centre. The stars- yes. With lease of life- this life at least- at last.
A ballet dancer- in this current context messes spacetime fuckery- stays a while on
celebratory tour- in a cranial denouement- in the metropolis of gilded streets.
Shocked bodies shunting for position. She lost her towel in the scuffle
twice a day. In a sumo suit I burst whomever I choose- while my panging nerves quibble
with what is real. You can tell a lot by the photographs posted online of the girls gone wild.
Like sprung swallows bashfully swoon for you- like the speckled dizziness you oddly trust-
that talks- cooks- and keeps a good lookout with a dermatologist who specializes in moles.

1.5

She quivers- or says she quivers- yes- lots of yes- caresses my balls and cudgel.
We claimed a right to declare ourselves citizens in the call of fault lines. Catch my drift?

“Semiotics sucks.” Lover get loose. I loved you but gave up trying love.
Behind that musty velveteen drape. You roll your eyes and reach. Your Jehovah
superglued petulant subwoofer headphones to your ears. Whisper to shake under the bed
beside me and be quiet- very quiet. The boy asked who/why(?) were paramilitaries
shedding for something consistently disputable. In a calculated shower of shrapnel
somebody in the interim of bang! Stalwartly I don’t apply and concutate. Rumour has it-
a cancerous yokel monopolized these pastures- or in favour of her grump-
she took a hot bath to cool off Christianity’s acid cud- chewed over smoked soap-
a pot of kratom tea- to see what way you see the world. Fair game? Fucker.
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Give thanks for raw tutelage. Purchase a banana to gutcomfort. An imitation dies.
I can hear faint… “What gives you the right to be so cute? Huh?” I caress my bad self.

1.7

When we’re ancient finally like interdependent- I’m stillness- in shifting sands that end
all deserts. Bulb sticky- I blow my holographic self. We can fall asleep in our chairs we can.
Hey you- in my defence- imagine my mind a limitless space in which you wittingly levitate.
Your arbitrary sentence structure is beguiling at best. You’re a linguistic floozy.
You’re like a car bomb. I mean everything. I desire pure sex in which I can’t hear clear
the oceans- due wilting into bursting. Like little flames set so under fibre-optic lights.
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